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America 2030, LLC has Signed a
Memorandum of Cooperation with Largest
Ukrainian National Oil and Gas license holder

America  2030,  LLC  is  pleased  to  announce  that  it  has  reached  an  agreement  and  signed  a
Memorandum of Cooperation with the largest player in Ukrainian oil and gas market. The new partner
of America 2030 is one of the strongest Ukrainian Gas/Oil  operators. This firm is a public entity and
serves the interests of the State of Ukraine and is involved in investment projects in Gas/Oil and other
natural resource industries in Ukraine. It owns the most Gas/Oil and natural resource licenses of any
company, over 25 as of November 2016.
This new partner of America 2030, LLC is one of the leading national companies in the area of oil and
gas geology in the Eastern Europe. The company is also active on the international  stage. The
company obtains new licenses for the extraction of Oil/Gas sites in Ukraine on preferential basis and
then seeks investors to further explore and develop those sites through joint ventures.
One of the priorities of the company is to attract investments and develop Oil/Gas projects in the shelf
of the Black Sea, the Sea of Azov as well as Western Ukraine.
The company retained America 2030, LLC to help it find international investors for its many licenses.
Due to America 2030's access to international finance markets and investors, the company wants to
cooperate with the America 2030 team. The Company is an authorized government contractor for
geological examination, monitoring and scientific support of subsoil use.
America 2030, LLC has been providing a wide range of business services for more than 30 years.
There is no doubt that cooperation with the largest national player of natural resources will allow
America 2030 to get access to the unique natural resources of the country in order to attract
investments to further develop the market for natural resources in Ukraine. America 2030, LLC
specializes in mergers and acquisitions, investments, debt, asset management, debt restructuring
and expert business consulting.
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